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Abstract

Methodology for seismic design of nuclear fuel facilities and power plants in France is described.
After the description of regulatory and normative texts for seismic design, different elements are
examined : definition of ground motion, analysis methods, new trends, réévaluation and specificity of
Fuel Cycle Facilities. R/D developments are explicated in each part. Their final objective are to better
quantify the margins of each step which, in relation with safety analysis,lead to balanced design,
analysis and retrofit rules.

1. DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGY

The methodology for the seismic design of french nuclear facilities has been established
gradually for power plants since the beginning of the extensive PWR program in 1972.
Regulatory Documents on seismic design were issued after 1981 in the form of RFS
documents (Règles Fondamentales de Sûreté or "Fundamental Safety Rules"), when this
experience was considered sufficient on a given specific subject.

So far, four of these seismic RFS documents related to seismic design and analysis have been
published, namely :

- RFS 1.2.c : Determination of ground motions,
- RFS 1.3.c : Determination of soil characteristics,
- RFS V.2.g : Seismic Analysis of Civil Engineering Structures,
- RFS 1.3.b : Seismic Instrumentation.

In addition, three other RFS documents include information relating to seismic requirements
concerning: classification rules (RFS IV. 1.a), design and qualification rules, either for
mechanical equipment (RFS IV.2.a) or electrical equipment (RFS IV.2.b).

In spite of their title, RFS documents are guidelines rather than regulations, as their
observance is not strictly required ; they merely define acceptable procedures, which
whenever applied, are considered adequate for licensing procedures. As can be seen from the
list, the four seismic RFS documents do not cover the entire field of seismic design for NPPs ;
a rule dealing with seismic analysis and design of equipment and piping, and a rule on load
combinations are currently not dealt with as RFS.

Other technical documents, known as RCC ("Règles de Conception et de Construction" or
Design and Construction Rules) have also been issued by the applicant ; they give a detailed
description of design rules for all operating and accidental loads, including seismic loads, for
structures (RCC-G), mechanical equipment (RCC-M) and electrical equipment (RCC-E).
RCC-MR is applicable to mechanical equipment in F.B.R. These RCC documents are
submitted to Safety Authorities.
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The application of the requirements is documented by the applicant in the FSAR (Final Safety
Analysis Report).

The above defined requirements apply to PWR, Fast Breeder and with adaptations to all
nuclear installations such as reprocessing or experimental plants. Considering the seismic
hazard, fuel facilities called laboratories and factories refers to the R.F.S. I.l.c, which is
similar to the PWR counterpart R.F.S. I.2.c.

For conventional structures, a new seismic design code has been issued recently as a National
Standard, PS92. It is comparable to recent seismic code in other industrialized countries such
as Italy or USA. A noticeable difference is found in the design of reinforced concrete shear
walls. The quantity and detailing of reinforcement is far less stringent than proposed in other
codes such as the European EC 8.

2. RE-EVALUATION

At present, there is no regulatory requirement for periodical updating of the FSAR.
Nevertheless, there is a regulatory requirement (Decree 11 Dec. 1963, modified 19 Jan. 1990)
for a general Safety Re-assessment. In this context, the advisory group of experts "Groupe
Permanent" has recommended a seismic re-revaluation.

Several examples of seismic re-evaluation are known in France. They belong to two different
types :

- seismic safety evaluation of existing facilities which have not been designed to
withstand earthquakes, or which have been designed using old-fashioned rules ; this
evaluation is aimed at defining the critical safety features and possible upgrading
requirements.

seismic re-evaluation of the seismic hazard at the site and its consequences for the
safety of the facility.

The first type corresponds to some gas-graphite (CHINON-A2-A3, BUGEY) and fast-breeder
(PHENIX) plant and some of fuel cycle facilities as in CADARACHE and LA HAGUE..

There is no regulatory requirements for periodic seismic re-assessment or re-evaluation.
However, RFS 1.2.c stipulates :

Once irreversible decisions have been taken, where new data result in a stronger SMS
spectrum, post-verifications may be performed by means of appropriate calculating methods
for estimating safety margins against earthquakes. In this case, the estimation must be
submitted to the administration for approval.

At present, there are only individual requirements for the seismic hazard re-assessment of
several sites. These requirements were debated with the Safety Authorities.
EDF, COGEMA and CEA have started studies on seismic hazard re-assessment for their sites.

The rules that would be used for the re-analysis of the structures and equipment have not been
presently defined. Usual rules are design rules and as such are not aimed at representing actual
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behavior but rather at leading to a design with significant margins. They should be adapted to
seismic re-evaluation. In this way, capacity of simulating the non-linear behavior of structures
is developed.

3. CURRENT FRENCH PRACTICE FOR SEISMIC DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

3.1. Determination of ground motions

This subject is dealt with by RFS 1.2.c for Power Plants or RFS I.l.c for fuel cycle facilities.
The recommended method is deterministic and rely on the seismotectonic approach; this
method is well suited to the seismicity situation in France where :

- historical seismicity is well documented,
- the seismicity level lies, in most regions, in the range " low to moderate",
- the intraplate character of the seismicity, in connection with its low intensity level,

makes it difficult to identify, in most cases, the relation between observed
earthquakes and know faults.

The ground motions for a given site are obtained by a several-step procedure :

1) Review of historical seismicity around the site.

2) Definition of tectonic domains from geological and seismic data.

3) Considering the occurrence of earthquakes similar to the historical earthquakes at the
points of the tectonic domains which are closest to the site, definition of SMHV ("Séisme
Maximal Historiquement Vraisemblable" or "Maximum Historically Credible
Earthquake") which produces the highest intensity at the site.

4) Definition of SMS (Séisme Majoré de Sécurité), by conventionally adding one degree to
the intensity of SMHV.

5) Computation of the free-field response spectrum for SMS using a magnitude, focal
distance and intensity correlation and referring to a data-base. Its focal distance is smaller
than 10 km (close focus earthquakes), a conventional spectral shape is used with an
intensity acceleration correlation. This latter case can have a strong impact on design.

R/D is on going on this matter in way to, first, improve the knowledge of seismicity in France
and second by accumulating strong-motion data to improve the data bank and by developing
numerical simulation techniques.

A revision of the RFS 1.2.c has been proposed and accepted experimentally.

Main charges are related to progress achieved in the following domains :.

- techniques for characterization of seismotectonic zones and active faults,

- improvement in historical and instrumental seismicity of France,
- characterization of near-fault seismic motions,
- site effects.
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3.2. Seismic analysis

Rules for seismic analysis are conventional ones used for N.P.P. with some features due to
particular aspects of the French Nuclear program.

3.2.1. Soil Structure Interaction

For PWR, as a consequence of project standardization, it has to be emphasized that precise
soil data for all sites are usually not available when design studies have to be conducted.
Furthermore, these studies must take into account the variability of soil conditions in a wide
range from soft soil to hard rock.

The analysis is performed taking into account rather simple SSI methods, but considering a
significant variation of soil dynamic Young's modules. The definition of impedances in the
case of separate foundations must be developed.

Main issues of SSI are related to the necessity of the validation of analytical techniques, such
as the work performed or the Hualien experiment. The domain of application of simple
methods must be assessed based on these results.

Uplift analysis and criteria have to be precised, and R/D is necessary for determination of soil
characteristics to be used in the analysis and for assessing the best way to obtain them on site.

R/D is under way to quantify the effect of non-coherency of the input signal and the effect of
wave passage. It is based on gathered on site measures, such as in Lotung and Hualien.

3.2.2. Structural analysis

Usually dynamic analysis using beam-type models allows the determination of global seismic
loads ; the detailed structural analysis is performed one 3D finite-element model. For design,
linear analysis is the preferred method ; non-linear calculation can be performed in some
special cases.

During the process of modeling and analysis, many assumptions are made. Global
qualification (benchmarks) should be developed in order to qualify the overall process.

Questions on whether or not behavior coefficients should be used in risen by réévaluation
tasks. Ductility coefficients associated with actual detailing rules and special analysis
techniques must be associated with the consideration of the non-linear behavior. Global non-
linear elements are developed and validations tests are defined. Development of techniques to
generate floor response spectra on non-linear structures must be conducted.

3.2.3. Equipment

There are designed using floor response spectra ; for PWR, they are defined as envelopes of
spectra calculated with a large variation of soil condition as for structures (§ 3.2.2), to cover a
large set of sites. For other plants, they are site related and have to consider the variation of
soil properties, as defined in § 3.2.1.
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Equipment are generally designed by conventional modal spectral analysis.

Some equipment have a non-linear behavior due to the presence of gaps, to sliding or to
plasticity. There are analyzed by time history step by step analysis.

R/D programs are under way for the qualification and improvement of the non-linear behavior
modélisation for fuel elements, cores, spent fuel racks, piping... and to gain a better
understanding of their ultimate behavior. Experiment on shaking table are conducted in
parallel with analyses.

An intensive R/D program is devoted to piping behavior in order to define more realistic
criteria including the effect of the presence of defects.

For equipment whose functional capability is essential and cannot be demonstrated by analysis
(mostly electrical equipment and some valves) seismic qualification is obtained by the shaking
table tests. Qualification procedures usually rely on bi-axial tests using synthetic time
histories.

3.3. Complements

3.3.1 Seismic approach

As pointed out above, resistance to earthquake is essentially the result of a deterministic
design approach : seismic effects are considered as load cases, in combination with other
design-basis loads. Nevertheless, a more realistic and accurate approach of the impact of an
earthquake on the installation is progressively being applied. This new approach considers the
earthquake as an initiating event which entails a comprehensive investigation into its potential
damage on the various parts of the plant, leading to investigations such as :

- identification of the design-basis operating conditions which could be initiated by an
earthquake, analyzing them accordingly with appropriate rules, such as using only
operational equipment in the concurrence of a design-basis earthquake and postulating
loss of off-site power.

- definition of operating requirements of equipment and systems assuring a safety function
in the occurrence of an earthquake, taking account of potential plant failures, notably
damage to non-safety-related equipment and their interference with safety-related
equipment.

- reassessment of margins on the most vulnerable equipment with respect to earthquakes
exceeding the level of the design-basis earthquake.

So far, only damage to non-safety-related equipment and their interference (usually through
their fall) with safety-related equipment have been considered.

3.3.2. Seismic margins

As mentioned above and more generally, in order to gain a complete understanding of plant
behavior and design in case of earthquake, margins studies are now beeing considered and
adaptation of US practices (SMA) are looked at. Definitive methodologies to be used are
under discussion. They must be related to the réévaluation topic.
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4. SPECIAL FEATURES OF FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES

From structural point of view and having in mind the seismic behaviour, fuel cycle facilities
have the following features.

The main process and the highest quantity of radioactive material are often located in
reinforced concrete boxes, with thick walls (typically around 1 m) for radioprotection.

Reinforced even to the minimum percentage, these boxes are usually naturally seismically
resistant. For old facilities, the reinforcement may be very weak and justification of seismic
behavior may require some complementary work.

The main building structures are usually reinforced concrete shear walls, which generally
have a good resistance to earthquake loads. Older facilities may have reinforced concrete
frames (beam - columns) with masonry infills, which seismic behavior must be studied in
cases of réévaluation ; retrofit may induce R&D on strengthening techniques.

Fuel elements are stored in large pools ; large seismic pressures may lead to heavy
structures. A seismic pads may lead to a more economic design. Leaktightness is usually
achieved with a stainless steel liner. Storage rack must be stable during earthquake ; their
analysis require fluid structure interaction, sliding and non-linear impacts-qualification of
computer codes are needed with shaking table tests. Building above pools are very often
steel structures which can be very easily be designed against seismic loads.

In fuel cycle facilities, building may be very irregular, with torsion and the earthquake may
govern the design, contrary to LWR buildings for instance.

Components and equipment in facilities are comparable to nuclear power plants ; except some
very specific such as glove boxes.

From a safety point of view, some "confinement" may be required during and after the
earthquake. This is provided by special condition on structures (limited deformations during
earthquake), by requiring operabiliry of ventilation or leaktightness of gloves boxes and
RC process boxes.

General seismic design methods are similar to these developed for power reactors, with
comparable structural criteria. All the facility is analyzed in the same way. Gradual
methodologies and criteria could be set up, according to radioactive inventory and safety
conditions.

5. CONLUSIONS

Methodology for seismic design of nuclear fuel facilities and power plants in France has been
reviewed. Main evolution are related, first, to a better knowledge of seismicity and
seismotectonic of France and secondly to an improvement of the simulation of the (non-
linear) structural behavior. These results in a quantification of seismic margins, which,
associated to safety analysis taking into account the radioactive inventory, may propose a
more balanced design for new facilities and data for réévaluation and retrofit of existing
plants.
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